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II. PRODUCTION NEAR THRESHOLD

Abstract

Recentadvancesin the ability to deliver boron-containing
drugs to brain tumors have generatedinterest in -4 MeV liiacs
as sources of epithemtal neutrons for radiation therapy. In
addition, fast neutron therapy facilities have been studying
methods to moderate their beamsto take advantageof the high
cross section for epithennal neutrons on boron-10. This paper
describes the technical issues involved in each approach and
presentsthe motivation for underraking such studies using the
Ferntilab linac. The problems which must be solved before
therapy can begin are outlined. Statusof preparatory work and
resuItsof prelhninaty measurementsare presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the efforts of many researchers,the prognosis
for a patient diagnosed with an inoperable advanced brain
tumor (glioma) is dismal. ‘Ihe difficulty with using radiation
therapy is that the tumor propagates by sending out
microscopic clusters of cells close to the main body of the
tumor. Even when the gross tumor is killed by radiation these
clusters continue to grow. If a large margin is included
around the gross tumor it is possible to destroy the clusters,
but the process causes unacceptable damage to the healthy
tissue in which the clusters are embedded. Hence, it is
advantageousto sensitize the tumor cells to radiation without
sensitizing the healthy cells. One way to sensitize the tumor
is to introduce into the body a compound containing boron-lo.
Depending on the exact nature of the carrler, boron-10 will be
absorbed by various parts of the body, including the tumor.
However, healthy brain tissue will not absorb the compound
becauseit is protected by the blood-brain barrier. When the
brain is exposedto neutron radiition the large crosssection for
interactions between thermal neutrons and boron-10 will result
in a larger dose to tumor than healthy tissue. This form of
radiation therapy is called boron neutron capture therapy
@NC-IT
In recent years the Department of Energy has been
supporting research in the development of boron
pharmaceuticals, and a number of drugs are ready or nearly
ready for clinical trials. In addition, severalreactorshave been
modified to provide neutrons for early clinical trials [l] and
work is proceeding on a tandem cascade accelerator [21.
However, much remains to be done in developing accelerator
sources neededto make BNCf more widely available. Because
of the high currents needed to achieve adequate dose rates,
proton linacs are well suited for this application.
*Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc.,
under contract No. DE-AC02-76CH03000 with the U. S.
Departmentof Energy.

The present consensus is that the optimum neutron
energy for BNCT is in tens of keV. In this energy range
neutrons will penetrate the skull and be thermalized by the
time they reach the tumor. One approach is to produce
neutronsat an energy as close as possible to the keV range in
order to minimize the need for moderating material. Recent
progress in the technology of radiofrequency quadrupole
(RFQ) linacs and the 1.8 MeV production threshold for the
7Li(p,n)7Be reaction have led to the hope that a 2.5 MeV
RFQ could accelerateprotons which would strike a lithium
target to produce the neutrons[3]. Despite a great deal of
interest in this approach, the critical problems remain
unsolved. Esthnatesof the averageproton current requiredfor
acceptabledoserates range from 5 to 30 mllllamperes [21,[41.
This uncertainty is largely due to uncertainties in the relative
biological effectiveness (RBE) of neutrons in tissue at these
energies. Current requirementsdecreasewith increasing RBE,
but until at least one prototype is constructed the RBE’s
cannot be measured. In addition, a moderating systemmust
be incorporated to accommodate the fact that the neutrons
produced in this reaction are too energetic. A number of
moderating schemeshave been proposed but they cannot be
evaluateduntil an acceleratorbecomesavailable. Finally, the
problem of cooling the lithium target is unlikely to be solved
within reasonableeconomic constraints, and the safety issues
related to using lithium in a clinical environment are
formidable.
The difficulties associatedwith a lithium target have led
to interest in using a beryllium target. Beryllium has a higher
melting point than lithium, is easier to cool, and has been
used successfully in clinical fast neutron therapy facilities.
The neutron production threshold for protons impinging on a
beryllium target is 2.2 MeV and the yield becomescomparable
to a lithium target yield at about 4 MeV. Using 4 MeV
protons and a beryllium target produces even more energetic
neutrons than the system described above. Monte Carlo
studies indicate that the spectrum can be moderated to reduce
the high energy component [51 but no work is being done on
designing a 4 MeV proton source for BNCT. It is believed
that a 4 MeV RFQ is impractical and that a drift tube.linac
(DTL) is required. Use of a DTL with a beryllium target will
solve the technical issues associated with the target but the
questions relating to specifying an appropriate proton current
remain unanswered. The most economical approach is to
identify an existing 4 MeV accelerator and use it and a
pmtotype moderating systemto measureRBE’s and doserates.
Suchexperimentswould provide the data neededto extrapolate
to the D’IL operating parameterswith confidence. This stepis
critical for the continued evolution of compact neutron sources
for BNCT.

III. SPALLATION

SOURCES

The targeting schemes described above attempt to
produce neutrons at low energies to minimize moderation
requirements at the expense of requiring high primary beam
cutmm. An altanate approach is to build a spallation source
for which relatively low currents produce large neutron fluxes
at high energies requiring a great deal of moderation.
Researchersat Paul Scberrer Institute have been using a 72
MeV cycloaon to test target and moderating systems[61.They
have the advantageof accessto an existing acceleratorand have
actually used a number of heavy targets with various
moderating schemes to measure neutron spectra and photon
contamination. Their 80 microampere beam is believed
adequateto produce an acceptabledoserate but a 70 MeV liuac
operating at about 200 microampereswould be au ideal proton
source for this approach. Operating parameters for a
multipurpose 70 MeV medical proton linac have been
describedelsewhere[71.

IV. FAST NEUTRON THERAPY BOOST
The neuuon therapy facility (NTF) at Fermilab usesa Be
target and 66 MeV protons from a DTL to produce fast
neutrons for radiation therapy. NTF conducted clinical trials
treating gliomas with fast neutrons from 1979 until 1989. In
many cases patients experienced remarkable, but temporary
improvement.
Autopsies showed that neutrons were
successfulin killing the tumorSand that the patients died from
necrosis of nearby healthy tissue [81. With the existing fast
neutron beam is was not possible to establish a therapeutic
window for a long-term cure - that is, enough dose to destroy
the tumor without causing unacceptable damage to
neighboring healthy tissue. However, it is possible that a
dose enhancement of as little as 10 or 20% from the
introduction of boron into the tumor would open the
therapeuticwindow.
The cross sections for neutr~n-‘~~ interactions decrease
with increasing energy, so it is not expectedthat boron would
enhancethe dose due to the higher energy ueutmns. However,
preliminary phantom studies at NTF using Fricke dosimetry
and gold foils show a peak in the thermal component at 5 to
10 cm in tissue. These studies also show that introduction of
one inch of iron into the beam has little effect on the thermal
component at shallow depths but reducesit by 20% deeperin
tissue [9]. Further studies must be done to measure the
absolute thermal flux and to determine whether an iron filter
can be used to limit the thermal dose to distal healthy tissue.
One possibility for euhaucing the thermal component is to
introduce 20-30 cm of D20 into the beam. In evaluating this
technique one must consider not only the resulting energy
spectrum but the possible loss of collimating ability. Fast
neutron therapy relies on collimatiou to reduce healthy tissue
dose. Epithemtal and thermal beams scattxr throughout the
entire brain regardless of upstream collimation. Hence, the
goal is to shift the NTF energy spectrumdownward to enhance
the probability of thennalization in tissue while perturbing the
beam’s angular distribution as little as possible.
Previous attempts to measure the energy spectrum of
this beam have been hampered by the 200 MHz beam

structure. The beam arrives at detectors in one-nanosecond
micropulses, five nanoseconds apart for a total of 57
microseconds,and this pattern is repeated15 times per second.
This structure and the -8 meter neutron flight path have
precluded the useof time-of-flight techniques. In addition, the
types of detectors normally used with Bower spheres
experience saturation effects with these instantaueous dose
rates. To addressthis issue studies are being conducted on a
beamchopper which would allow individual micropulses to be
accelerated through the linac at a 15 Hz rate [lo]. These
studies include not only the design of the chopper but also the
installation of diagnostics which are sensitive to the relatively
low currents transmitted by the chopper. Once the chopper is
working the energy spectrum will be measuredand it will be
possible to use existing computer codes to design an energy
degmder.
In addition to measuring the energy spectrum it is
necessaryto develop dosimetry techniquesto study the relative
contribution of fast and thermal neutrons to the total dose as a
function of depth in a phantom. This must be done for the
existing beam so that it can be compared to a newly designed
degradedbeam. Techniqueswill include foil activation studies,
Fricke dosimetry, measurements with miniature tissue
equivalentdetectorsand appropriatethermohnuiuesceutdetector
systems. Finally, biophysical studies with borouated cell
culture systemsand rodent tumors must be done to check the
efficacy of using boron-10 to enhance tumor dose from the
NTF beam. Similar biophysical studies at a fast neutron
facility in Esseuhave shown the dose enhancementin animals
to be greater than expected from calculations based on
conventional dosimetry [ill.
Hence, the results of the
biopbysical studies are very important in establishing a
prescribeddoseLohumans.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Presentschemesfor accelerator-producedneutronbeams
for BNCT use trade-offs between lower yield reactions with
neutron energies as close as possible to epithetmal energies
and higher yield reactions with higher energy neutrons. Proton
linacs play au important role in both scenarios. However,
before linacs can be used for BNCT a great deal of work must
be done. In some cases it would be good to use data from
existing lower current accelerators to obtain the information
neededto designpractical systems.
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